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Lance Herndon was at the top of his game in 1996. At age forty-one he was a self-made
millionaire, the owner of Access, Inc., a successful information-systems consulting company. As
a prominent member of Atlanta's young, wealthy, and powerful set, he was surrounded by black
Atlanta's "beautiful people." But when he failed to show up for work one day, friends and family
started to worry. Their worry soon turned to horror when he was found murdered in his own
home, his head smashed in—in what appeared to be either an act of jealousy-fueled rage or a
seedier sex crime. With a laundry list of ex-wives and lovers, competitors, critics, and admirers in
hand, detectives had to break through the city's upper crust to discover his killer. Journalist Ron
Stodghill tells the riveting, true story of this investigation.Part investigative thriller, part
sociological commentary, Redbone offers a truly intriguing story that channels insight into one of
America's great metropolises.

About the AuthorAward-winning journalist Ron Stodghill has worked for the New York Times,
Time, Business Week, and Savoy, for which he was editor in chief. He was a Nieman Fellow at
Harvard University. Stodghill is the author of Redbone, and his work has been anthologized in
Brotherman and has appeared in Slate, Essence, Black Enterprise, and Ebony. He is also a
professor at Johnson C. Smith University, an HBCU in Charlotte, North Carolina, where he lives
with his wife and three sons.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyIn
August 1996, Lance Herndon, a 41-year-old bachelor, and founder and CEO of the largest
African-American computer consulting firm in the Southeast, was found dead, wrapped in a
sheet on his waterbed with his head bashed in. His brutal murder rocked Atlanta's young black
jet set, particularly when the sordid details of his personal life came to light. Was Herndon a
sophisticated entrepreneur, fastidiously hygienic, extravagantly generous? Or was the dead man
a schemer with a failing business empire who embodied a black "crisis of wasted intellectual
and moral capital" and who was brought down by an insatiable appetite for deviant sex with
women he called "redbones," petite, light-skinned black women? One redbone is now serving
10 years for killing him as he slept after they had sex: Dionne Baugh, a hotheaded Jamaican
immigrant, was enraged that Herndon wasn't planning to appear in court to ask for charges
against her to be dismissed in an earlier trespassing charge at his home. Stodghill, former editor-
in-chief of Savoy magazine, spins an absorbing yarn, but while his analyses and social
commentary about money and power in the black New South are cogent, they lack the
immediacy and power of the best true crime works. Photos not seen by PW. (Mar.)Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Stodghill's lively, meticulously researched account
depicts a black Jay Gatsby who made a fortune and a name for himself when Atlanta was



making a name for itself as a black mecca for business." -- The Atlanta Constitution Journal,
February, 13, 2007"Redbone has the ingredients of a blockbuster; a millionaire who wines and
dines Atlanta's most attractive women, a brutal bludgeoning, and gold-diggers." -- Essence
magazine, March 2007--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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RedboneThe Millionaireandthe Gold DiggerRon StodghillFor my mother,Krisseda Ashworth
PryorMortui vivis praecipiantLet the dead teach the living—Karl Rokitansky,pioneer ofmodern
pathology,circa 1860ContentsEpigraphProloguePart IThe Millionaire BachelorChapter
One Beautiful PeopleChapter Two The Final HoursChapter Three Case #96-1399Chapter
Four Gone Too SoonChapter Five Black MeccaChapter Six Fair GamePart IIMistresses,
Motives, and MurderChapter Seven For They ExistedChapter Eight The ProsecutorChapter
Nine Evidence of Things Not SeenChapter Ten Gold DiggersChapter Eleven House
CallsPhotographic InsertChapter Twelve Foreign AffairsChapter Thirteen The
InterrogationChapter Fourteen Morehouse ManPart IIIEvidence of a Femme FataleChapter
Fifteen Two AtlantasChapter Sixteen C-NotesChapter Seventeen “Abandoned and Malignant
Heart”Chapter Eighteen The Dues ThingEpilogueAfterwordAuthor’s
NoteAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorCopyrightAbout the PublisherprologueIt is a cold rainy
afternoon in February 2003, and I am riding alongside Charles Mittelstadt in his black sport utility
vehicle across the potholed streets of east Atlanta, past rows of boarded-up factories that
stretch out into the hard gray distance. A lean, square-jawed man in his late thirties, Mittelstadt is
a private investigator who has traded me access to his client in exchange for my own findings in
the Lance Herndon case.“So, here we are,” Mittelstadt says, pulling into a crowded parking lot.
“You know the rules. Anything that’s gonna jeopardize her case is off-limits.”I gaze out at a
colossal slab of concrete. The Fulton County Jail looks less like a building than a gigantic street
curb with a door.“Got it?”“Yeah, I got it.”We dash through the rain into a poorly lit netherworld of
justice pending, a kind of ant farm in slow motion, of waiting loved ones and lawyers, of pistol-
toting officers grazing here and there, of paper-shufflers moving back and forth inside their
Plexiglas, of folks cursing the long lines, emptying their pockets into metal lockers, weeping
softly in their seats, and all this activity funneling down into a palpable sense of despair that
leads to one place: through a heavy metal door that opens automatically and then shuts behind
us with a thud of such unsettling permanence that I look back and realize that I am now sealed
away with hundreds of criminals and an underpaid female guard escort who guides me through
the dim concrete corridors into a small, nondescript room furnished with a jumble of metal chairs
and a defunct, prehistoric-looking computer.And this must be her standing in the doorway, her
lips curled slightly in what seems to be a smirk or a bashful smile. She holds out a limp hand for
me to shake, its temperature as cold as one of these cinder-block walls. She is wearing typical
inmate garb—the navy blue cotton jumpsuit, with a white T-shirt beneath. Her clothing hangs off
her loosely, so that her limbs protrude like metal hangers against cotton sheets.I try to imagine
what Lance Herndon saw in this woman standing here in front of me, what she looked like before
the jail time. I try to imagine her laughing and talking to Lance. Cooking for him, seducing him,
traveling with him, everything.But mostly I try to imagine her murdering him.PART
Ithemillionairebachelor
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his client in exchange for my own findings in the Lance Herndon case.“So, here we are,”
Mittelstadt says, pulling into a crowded parking lot. “You know the rules. Anything that’s gonna
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back and realize that I am now sealed away with hundreds of criminals and an underpaid female
guard escort who guides me through the dim concrete corridors into a small, nondescript room
furnished with a jumble of metal chairs and a defunct, prehistoric-looking computer.And this
must be her standing in the doorway, her lips curled slightly in what seems to be a smirk or a
bashful smile. She holds out a limp hand for me to shake, its temperature as cold as one of
these cinder-block walls. She is wearing typical inmate garb—the navy blue cotton jumpsuit,
with a white T-shirt beneath. Her clothing hangs off her loosely, so that her limbs protrude like
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mostly I try to imagine her murdering him.PART Ithemillionairebachelorchapter oneBEAUTIFUL
PEOPLEOn a balmy April evening in 1996, surrounded by the thumping beat of R & B music,
Lance Herndon tapped his tasseled loafer on the marble floor and watched his guests pour in.
The sight must have pleased him. He had invited some four hundred friends and business
associates, and by a quarter after nine more than half had already arrived. He couldn’t have
dreamed up a more ideal night for a party. The nightclub, a circular glass-enclosed room at the
top of Atlanta’s downtown Hilton Hotel, offered a panoramic view of the city. Outside, the full
moon hung so low and luminous that majestic Stone Mountain, thirty miles east, glowed as
though right across Peachtree Street.The occasion tonight was the celebration of Lance’s forty-
first birthday. The man looked good. Except for the gray flecks in his curly dark hair, he could
have easily passed for thirty. It didn’t matter that he was not a particularly handsome fellow, that
he had a ruddy complexion and a slightly crooked smile. He was the founder and CEO of
Access Inc., the largest black computer consulting firm in the Southeast, and he exuded
prosperity. On this Friday evening, Lance was dressed casually chic. His trademark white silk
pocket square blossomed like a tulip from his navy blue, single-breasted designer suit, giving
him the debonair, about-town flair he was known for. His cream French-cuffed shirt was
unbuttoned low enough to let the chest hair breathe in place of his usual smart necktie.Within
Atlanta’s young black jet set, the crowd with which he liked most to be associated, Lance was
known for his extravagance. Indeed, he had come to view himself as a kind of master emcee, a



Gatsby-like presence whose lavish spending served as a barometer of the times. On his fortieth
birthday he had celebrated in South Africa by taking his guests barhopping in a white stretch
Mercedes Benz limousine. Here, on his forty-first, the outer rim of the dance floor was lined with
tables holding mounds of Gulf shrimp and exotic cheeses, ornate pastries and lavish
chocolates, and bottle upon bottle of wine and champagne. The spread, along with the sweet
perfume of the women mingling with the scent of roses and lilies, crystallized notions that the
man with “L.H.H.” monogrammed on his cuff was a player around town. It may have helped, too,
to distract from the unsettling truth that Atlanta’s gilded age, forged some thirty years prior by the
city’s black old guard, was coming to an end.In Atlanta, the black elite was divided into an older
generation of insular, tradition-bound natives and a younger, high-living group of nouveau riche
transplants. Both groups were obsessively image-conscious, though it was in the latter that
Lance had stature, and in which he wanted to continue to amass cachet. Lance had earned his
reputation in technology. Access Inc. assisted companies in developing sophisticated
information networks, and he had been so successful that Inc. magazine had included it among
America’s Top 500 enterprises. But Lance considered this achievement to be of secondary
value. His real prowess, he often boasted, was in the network of relationships he had nurtured
and built across town with high-up people at Coca-Cola, Delta Airlines, and Wachovia Bank, for
example, and within such professional organizations as the prestigious Leadership Atlanta, and
a bundle of others, from the Atlanta Business League to the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce and
the Data Processing Management Association. He had become a central figure in the social
scene of the city that was the capital of the New South.To be sure, nobody understood more
clearly than Lance the necessity of reaching out to the city’s older black establishment—the
Jesse Hills and Herman Russells and Coretta Scott Kings—and he had successfully made
many of those contacts as well. It was said among Lance’s colleagues that his networking of Old
Atlanta was genius. He knew how to get what he wanted from that set, even though he was not
part of it—not invited to socialize with the Alexanders, the Dobbs, the Scott clique. Admittedly, he
was not particularly fond of this crowd, though he felt that he understood them. They were,
above all, a proud people. Proud of the fact that their great-great-grandfather was a medical
doctor or lawyer or once ran a successful business on Auburn Avenue. Proud that Atlanta was
the only city in the world with five black colleges in a central area. Proud that Atlanta was a place
where you found fifth-generation college-graduate blacks, unheard of in most other cities. He
understood that in Atlanta, it wasn’t necessarily money that made you part of that clique. It was
heritage.Lance may have lacked the pedigree of Atlanta’s established black bourgeoisie, but he
had plenty of drive. In this, he typified the wave of young black strivers who had migrated to
Atlanta and other southern cities over the past three decades. Atlanta was the epicenter of this
buppie gold rush, as the city’s black population had more than doubled during that period. The
last time so many blacks packed their bags at once was during the Great Migration of the 1930s
to flee the oppression of the South for freedom and factory jobs in Chicago, Detroit, and
Cleveland. This time around, the lure of white-collar corporate and government jobs and warmer



weather had spurred an epic U-turn that demographers called the “Reverse Migration.”Lance
Herndon was known for outworking old and new Atlantas alike. He was the sort who measured
the success of his day by how many new avenues he had opened up for himself and others,
spending weekday evenings working the cocktail circuit and attending dinners and meetings
with his clients in the IT division of some large company, where he was constantly reaching out
to this guy and offering him four Braves tickets for Saturday afternoon; or to that lady inquiring
about her smart daughter at Yale who might make the perfect summer intern for an attorney
friend of his; or scheduling coffee and cocktails and phone conversations in this or that city with
what seemed like everyone with a meaningful business card. For years, the result had not only
been double-digit growth in revenues at Access, but an ability to call in favors from some of the
most prominent leaders across town, straight up to Mayor Bill Campbell.Tonight’s fete, though,
was aimed at courting not the city’s old guard but rather what Lance liked to call “the beautiful
people”—his real contemporaries—that crowd of young, fashionable black professionals, the
athletes, entertainers, and entrepreneurs and all their various groupies who gave Atlanta’s
nightlife its pulse. They were his social soul mates, so to speak. They were the high-rolling,
Gucci-wearing cats and their stiletto-heeled women who fancied the dramatic over the
mundane, who on other evenings pulled up to Atlanta Nights or Mr. Vee’s or The Parrot in their
chromed-out Lamborghinis and Aston Martins where hulking nylon-shirted goons with six-pack
abs rushed the car to spirit them into perfume-scented VIP heaven.Tucked in Lance’s wallet was
always a slip of paper folded down to the size of a Chiclet, listing some three dozen very hot
women and their phone numbers. The list never left his possession. For years, his Friday-
afternoon routine was to dial them up one by one and tell them to meet him at Atlanta Nights for
happy hour. The draw was always big. Women he had not even invited would show, and so long
as they were easy on the eyes, Lance didn’t mind a bit. It got to a point where at 6:00 P.M. on
Friday, women would drive by Atlanta Nights, and upon spotting Herndon’s platinum Lotus—
lately it had been the Porsche—parked in his customary front space directly under the neon,
they would sashay in to eat and drink on his dime. One of them usually followed him home.
Sometimes two.Tonight, Lance strolled through his soiree and greeted his guests. A great many
of them, as usual, were women. The room went quiet as all eyes were riveted on a three-tiered,
chocolate-frosted birthday cake that had appeared in the center of the dance floor, its forty-one
candles glowing in the dark like a mini constellation. As Lance moved through the crowd toward
his cake, he looked genuinely humbled, especially when he was greeted by the lead singer for
the Atlanta-based R & B group Silk, a gifted tenor who riffed melodically through a Grammy-
worthy version of “Happy Birthday.” Lance blew out the candles, and applause erupted. Then the
deejay went back to work, kicking in with rap trio Salt-N-Pepa’s funky hit “Push It.”As the crowd
converged onto the dance floor, Lance put his arm around an unfamiliar young woman. A petite
size four, fair skin, fine straight hair, she was everything he liked. Redbones, he called them.
Jerking his shoulders back and shuffling his feet—Lance loved to dance, even though he had no
rhythm—he threw his arms up high, his world cloaked in a kind of weightless, enchanted air.



With the music pumping and his guests partying hard, Lance leaned into the creamy cheekbone
of his blushing new admirer and whispered something in her ear. He may have mused that life
didn’t get much better than it was that very moment. Lance Herndon was born in Harlem on April
4, 1955. His parents, Russell and Jackie, were working-class people a generation removed from
a long line of Florida and Virginia farmers. An only child, tiny in physical stature and prone to
every manner of childhood ailment, Lance is said to have cried his way through the first couple
years of his life. His wailing usually got him his way, as he spent much time in the care of
babysitters. His mother clocked as much time as she could as a clerk at J. C. Penney’s.Russell’s
reputation is that he was neither dependable nor much involved in his son’s development. When
he wasn’t hustling odd jobs like trucking local retail merchandise across the boroughs, Russell
ran with a group of barhopping men in Brooklyn who called themselves the Hundred Dollar Club,
a loosely knit party frat whose sole requirement for membership was paying a few bucks to the
brothers anytime you were caught with less than a hundred dollars in your wallet. “We wore the
best suits in town,” Russell boasted about his threads in those days. “Man, I stayed in Pee-air
Car-deen!”Jackie and Russell split before their son reached adolescence. With Jackie so busy
working—she also regularly played bridge with girlfriends, often late into the night—Lance spent
much of his childhood alone at home. By the time he was a teenager, he was accustomed to
being governed by babysitters and strict handwritten notes from Jackie on how his time was to
be spent. “I was pretty much raised by notes,” he would later tell his employees, defending his
preference for communicating by notes at the office.Lance loved his mother, but he worshipped
his paternal grandfather, John Harrison Herndon. He would later name his own son after his
granddad. John Harrison was a slightly built, deeply religious man who, along with his wife Elver,
lived off the land in Farmville, Virginia, an hour west of Richmond. Because of the strain in his
parents’ marriage, Lance, from the age of seven until thirteen, lived with his paternal
grandparents in the small rural town. He attended elementary school by day and helped tend to
the cows and chickens and farm tobacco in the late afternoon. A deacon in the local Baptist
church, John Harrison warmed to the curious young kid and tried to teach him everything he
knew about running a farm. The first lesson, of course, was starting the day early. Granddad and
grandson would rise together at dawn, eat breakfast, and begin their duties. In perhaps his first
lesson in entrepreneurship, Lance was given a calf by his grandfather, who trusted him to raise
it. John Harrison would later take Lance to sell the steer at market, giving the boy cash for his
work. Lance was forty years old when John Harrison died. At the funeral, he cried like a
baby.Lance proved to be no more successful at the altar than his parents. He spent his twenties
floundering through two brief marriages; first to a pretty Puerto Rican woman, and again to a
rather clingy Creole from New Orleans ten years his junior. Neither marriage lasted far beyond
the first anniversary. It was while vacationing in Brazil in the early 1990s, that he met his third and
final wife, Jeannine Price, a flight attendant for Citibank. By then, he had graduated in computer
science from City College of New York and moved to Atlanta to launch Access. The firm, whose
specialty was providing staffs of computer technicians to build networks and databases for



businesses, had grown quickly to boast such clients as Coca-Cola, Hartsfield International
Airport, and NationsBank. He was thirty-five.Jeannine Price, a native of Kansas City, Missouri,
was a refined black woman, a debutante sort and devout Catholic who had invested most of her
time throughout high school and during college at the University of Missouri–Kansas City
studying ballet. Upon graduating college, she danced with a Kansas City ballet company and
had hoped one day to join the Dance Theatre of Harlem, the only black classical company in the
nation. But after several knee injuries, she had been forced her to give up her dance career. She
became a flight attendant, first in commercial and then corporate. At Citibank, many of her trips
were international flights.Years later, Jeannine would regale friends with the dreamy story of a
weeklong trip to Rio, how the atmosphere was festive because of Carnivale, a traveling
celebration of Caribbean culture. The city was in full swing, with lots of drinking and dancing, but
she was alone, and so she decided to take a tour bus and visit the statue of Christ. The bus
climbed Corcovado Mountain and the scenery was magnificent, breathtaking—the Rio de
Janeiro skyline and the white beaches along the coast of the city. The place was packed with
tourists when she got off the bus, but she eased her way through the crowd until she got to the
base of this gigantic statue—Christ the Redeemer, it is called—and when she looked up, she
was in awe. There was Jesus towering over the city with his arms open wide, as though
embracing the skyline. It was humbling to stand there in the shadow of this spiritual monument,
and she remembered thinking, Here I am, thousands of miles away from home, standing at the
base of this majestic statue in this gorgeous country. It’s sunny, it’s clear, and I wish there was
just somebody, anybody, in this sea of people—everyone seemed to be speaking Portuguese—
to share this moment with. As Jeannine was thinking this, she heard someone speaking English
and the crowd seemed to open up, and there stood this black man. Small, dark brown, with a
thick mustache, he made eye contact, came over, and they started a conversation. He said he
was over there on vacation with his accountant. She couldn’t believe it: suddenly, here she was
with this beautiful man. It seemed more like fate than coincidence. “Meeting your man in a
foreign country beneath a statue of Jesus,” she said. “It just doesn’t get much better than
that!”Within a year, in 1990, they were married and building their dream house—a six-thousand-
square-foot colonial in the exclusive hilltop community of Northcliff, a wealthy suburban enclave
in Roswell, about thirty minutes north of Atlanta. Situated atop rolling green landscape, the
Northcliff subdivision ascends from the Chattahoochee River. Their house, 9060 Bluffview
Trace, sat secluded behind quiet, narrow streets in a cul-de-sac of lush trees and foliage, its
facade of gray stucco and white marble lattice barely visible to neighbors. Inside was a unique
trilevel floor plan; the master bedroom, along with the kitchen, living room, and dining area, were
set on a hill at ground level while below, with sweeping landscape views, was a large
entertainment area and several guest bedrooms. The bottom level was a bright office suite for
Access Inc., where Lance’s employees worked under his strict guidance.Jeannine admired her
husband’s work ethic, even if his management style tended toward extreme. He believed, for
instance, that verbal communication with his employees was a waste of precious time. He made



it clear to them that he would rather spend his time out meeting with clients or in his office
pitching his services to potential ones—“dialing for dollars” as he called it. To limit his workday
conversation, Lance adopted a unique management-by-tape-recorder system. At 4:00 A.M.
each morning, he would wake up, pad downstairs in his pajamas and slippers, and recite a list of
specific instructions into three tape recorders for employees to follow when they arrived for their
workday. “Good morning, Holly, this is Lance,” the tape would begin. “Today, I need you to…” or
“Good morning, Zonya. Please call Wachovia Bank and find out…” and so on. He would leave
the tape recorders on the desks, along with a corresponding assortment of files and memos. At
the end of each workday, employees were required to turn in a report listing all the projects they
had completed, along with the recorder. There was not a single workday that his employees
could not recall a tape awaiting them. A heavy sleeper, Lance made sure he maintained the
practice by placing three clocks around his bedroom, each set to go off at ten-minute intervals
starting at 3:40 A.M.Eventually, Jeannine noticed that Lance had stopped communicating with
her, too. As a result, she did not live in the house long. Shortly after giving birth to their son,
Harrison, she moved out with the infant and filed for divorce. On the morning Lance’s body was
discovered, he was living there alone.chapter twoTHE FINAL HOURSJackie Herndon stood
proudly in her dining room and offered a prayer over her home-cooked meal. Jackie’s specialty
was seafood, and spread across the table in her best dishes was gumbo, crab cakes, fried
catfish, and broiled salmon. There was also corn on the cob, black-eyed peas, green beans,
tossed salad, peach cobbler, and a tall pitcher of iced tea—all to celebrate the visit of Lance’s
ninety-two-year-old paternal grandmother, Elver Herndon, who lived in Farmville, Virginia.Nearly
a dozen family members had crowded into Jackie’s small apartment that evening because they
knew old Elver, the family matriarch, would not live much longer. She was feeble and Alzheimer-
stricken, and it was unlikely she would ever be well enough to travel such a distance again. Elver
had always doted on Lance, her only grandchild, and had promised him a few years back that
she would come and spend a few nights in that big house she had heard so much about. Lance
generally dined out in restaurants, and so Jackie took it upon herself to prepare a feast that night
and fill her modest apartment with family. As Elver sat quietly on the living room sofa, there was a
bittersweet finality to the occasion.Lance had spent most of the week hanging out at the
Olympic Game festivities across the city, but he made time earlier in the day to pick his
grandmother up from the airport and show her around his house and neighborhood. Of course,
while he considered himself a family man, this was actually not so true in practice; that evening,
at around 8:00 P.M., Lance looked at his watch and announced that he had other business to
tend to. His ex-wife Jeannine, mother of their now four-year-old son Harrison, offered to drop
Elver off at Lance’s home later on. Lance was appreciative, and bid her and the rest of his family
farewell. It was the last time any of them would see him alive.My baby!!!Okay. Where’s your baby?
9060 Bluffview Trace.Okay. Tell me what’s going on.I came in the house. I found him in bed. He’s
bleeding. Hurry, please!Okay, what I need to know is what’s going on? Why do you think, what
do you think happened?I don’t know, he’s all bleeding in bed.Okay, is he breathing?I don’t know,



I can’t, just come here please!It was a quarter after eight when Lance stepped down into Access
Inc., located in the basement of his home and remodeled into an office suite. If Lance tended
toward grandiosity in his social life, he was decidedly frugal in running his business. He had
decided years ago, for example, that it was rarely necessary to invite clients to his office. On
those occasions when he needed to impress them, he leased temporary space at Perimeter
Mall, where he would hang up his Access shingle for a few hours. He estimated that he had
surely saved himself millions in overhead this way.Lacey Banks was sitting at her desk behind a
stack of envelopes that night, listening to music on the radio and typing addresses on envelopes
for Lance’s upcoming party—an August 18 event he was hosting for the Black Data Processors
Association at Jazzman’s, a posh Midtown club. She stood up to hug Lance and quietly got back
to work.Although she was his mistress, Lacey knew when to act as simply an employee. Lacey
technically was not even an Access employee but rather was paid out of Lance’s pocket for
occasionally taking on small administrative tasks. A sweet-natured North Carolinian who had
proven too restless—if not distracted—for college herself, Lacey admired professional drive in
others. Lance’s tenacity was a source of awe to Lacey. In fact, she considered her association
with him to be among her best assets. It did not bother her that she didn’t quite measure up to
Lance’s standard of beauty, as she was certainly attractive enough. She had smooth almond
skin, a slender waist rising to an ample bosom. And Lance liked her face, lightly freckled across
the bridge of her nose, and those sunny eyes that added a girlishness to her thirty-five
years. That evening, Lance asked Lacey whether he had gotten any phone calls. Lacey handed
over a few messages, and Lance disappeared into his office. Minutes later, he returned and sat
down across from her and asked her to make out an invitation to a woman named Rachel
Morris, explaining that he had forgotten to add this new friend to the list. Lacey had proven not
the jealous sort, and Lance felt comfortable sharing that Rachel was an elementary school
teacher. He had taken Rachel out to dinner a few weeks before, and they had gotten along rather
well. He wanted to see her again. Besides, he would be free soon, Lance said, considering that
he was ready to break with his other girlfriends, Kathi and Dionne. Lacey agreed that he should
dump them both, for Kathi was too snooty and Dionne too pushy.At around nine, the phone rang.
Lance answered and quickly put the call on hold, then went upstairs to speak to the caller. When
he returned a few minutes later, his mood seemed to have shifted, Lacey would later tell
investigators. Lance’s demeanor had become dark, somber. When she asked him whether
everything was all right, he told her things were fine and went back upstairs.Lacey says that she
finished the invitations at 10:30 P.M., and as she headed up to say good night—as Lance’s
frequent lover, Lacey could move freely about the house—Lance was standing in the hallway
outside his bedroom with an armful of women’s clothing. This struck Lacey as odd, and she
asked Lance what he was doing with the clothes. He explained he was moving Kathi’s clothes
out of his bedroom closet into a hallway closet. Lacey was confused, but didn’t press the matter.
She was tired and had to awaken early for work the next morning. Lance was constantly
scheming, and she would likely learn more about this particular one another time.Lance walked



her to the door and stood in the garage, watching her as she ran through the pouring rain to her
car. Her final image was of Lance standing beside his Porsche waving good-bye. By then, it must
have been about 10:37 P.M., she would tell police. She did hear his voice again, later that night.
Greeting her when she got home was a voice message on her answering machine. “Hey, Lacey,
this is Lance,” the recording said. “You know, you really ought to think about marrying me.”She
phoned Lance back at around 11:00 P.M., and he picked up. “You’re crazy,” she told him. They
both laughed. Then she went to bed.His head is bashed in? Okay. Do you see anything around
him like a…I see his head bashed in ma’am.Okay, is there anybody in the house?I just came in
here and this is how I found him.Okay, I don’t want you to touch anything, okay?I’m not touching
anything…Okay, but you don’t know if he’s breathing?I just set him to the side. He’s just all beat
up. Somebody done this to him. I don’t know who…Shortly after eight, on the morning after the
Herndon family dinner, employee Holly Steuber settled behind her desk at Access Inc. A stoutly
built brunette, Holly Steuber was the only white person on staff. She enjoyed her role as a
recruiter for Access, hiring freelance technicians to develop software, manage databases, and
install computer networks for clients, even if there were moments when she felt like an outsider.
Sometimes, for instance, the office talk became too relaxed for her taste. “I would be sitting in
the office and somebody would use the ‘n’ word and I would have to tell them not to do it
because it bothered me,” Holly says. Lance disapproved of much office chatter of any sort, and
once stated as much in a terse memo to his employees. Says Holly of her boss: “He was very
formal. He did everything in writing.”Coworker Zonya Adams, a young, fair-complexioned
Bermudan, arrived about a half hour after Holly. An affable yet serious-minded woman, Zonya
Adams was the office manager and Lance’s trusted confidante on most business matters. As
Zonya would later recall, upon pulling into the driveway, she noticed that one of the four garage
doors—the smallest one on the far left, which usually held the Porsche—was ajar. She didn’t
have a chance to mention this to Holly before Holly brought to her attention something more
unusual: absent from their desks were the audiocassette tapes of work instructions Lance
always left for them. In their combined ten years with the firm, Lance had never failed to leave on
their desks his personally taped recordings detailing how they should spend their workday.Holly
and Zonya pondered the lapse in routine for a moment. Then Holly stepped into Lance’s office,
where she noticed something else amiss and called out for Zonya to come witness it: Lance’s
computer was on, and that day’s calendar was up on the screen, but it had no entries in it. This
was extraordinary, considering that Lance not only lived according to his calendar appointments
but also crammed his itinerary with lists of every place he needed to be, everyone he needed to
meet, down to fifteen-minute windows. His calendar was gospel. If it indicated playtime with his
son Harrison from twelve o’clock to one, they could be sure Lance was somewhere frolicking
with the boy during that very hour. His personal date book contained entries for the next three
years.The women tried to stay calm but could not. Holly told Zonya she had already paged
Lance once. Both of them knew, though, that Lance was not likely to respond to Holly’s page;
she lacked the clout to summon his prompt attention so early in the workday. Zonya decided she



had better page Lance herself. To ensure he’d call back, she punched in their secret code for
emergencies, adding 0-0-1 as a suffix to the company’s private line.As they waited for a
response, Holly also realized the office laptop computer was missing. She wondered aloud
whether Lance had let his girlfriend Dionne borrow it, which he had done on occasion. But both
Holly and Zonya decided Lance would have forewarned them about this a day or so in advance,
as he usually did. Zonya looked in the closet to see whether the laptop case was there. It
was.Now they were getting worried. They were also startled by a wan voice calling down from
the top of the staircase. They had forgotten that Lance’s visiting grandmother was in the house.
Elver Herndon was looking for Lance because she wanted to make a bowl of cereal and couldn’t
find any of what she was looking for in the kitchen. Employees were prohibited from entering the
main quarters of the house without Lance’s permission, and so Zonya called out that they were
looking for Lance and asked her to be patient for a few minutes.Zonya paged Lance again, this
time adding a 9-1-1 suffix to the company number. A few minutes later, feeling desperate, she
phoned Lance’s mother, Jackie, who lived a couple blocks away. Jackie Herndon arrived at the
office around 10:20 A.M., complaining that on the way in she had noticed the garage door was
opened slightly, and that Lance needed to be careful or the squirrels were going to get into the
Porsche.She was also frustrated that Zonya and Holly had been unable to contact Lance. She
would find Lance herself. He was probably just sleeping in, she said. Surely the man was
exhausted. Every night it seemed he was attending some Olympics party or event or game or
match or something. She turned and walked up the steps. Seconds later, Lance’s mother
screamed.I’m gonna get ’em. I’m gonna get whoever did this to my baby. Whoev—I, I
understand. I understand. Ma’am, ma’am, it’s gonna be okay. We’re gonna be out there in a few
minutes. Okay?Where are the cops? Where are the cops?They’re on the way. They’re gonna be
there in a few minutes. It seems like a long time, but trust me.In the office downstairs, Zonya and
Holly were paralyzed. The ceiling rumbled as Jackie scrambled from room to room. Shrill cries
slashed the air. Zonya left Holly and locked herself in the office bathroom. Holly stood at her
desk, trying to find some sense in the commotion.A few minutes later, Zonya reappeared.“I need
you to page Jeannine and tell her that something bad must have happened to Lance!” Zonya
yelled. “Tell her to come over here immediately. And call Jacques Albright!” Jacques Albright, a
prominent Atlanta surgeon, was Lance’s best friend. After calling out instructions, Zonya went
cowering back into the bathroom.He’s dead! He’s dead!We’re gonna be there in a few minutes.
Okay? We’ll be there…Oh, God, God…Okay, we’re gonna be there in a few minutes. They
should be, you know what? You got your front door open?I’ll open it. I’ll open it.Go open it.He’s
dead! My baby’s dead! My baby’s dead! Oh God, they done killed my baby! They done killed my
baby!chapter threeCASE #96-1399Along the bank of the Chattahoochee River, a band of police
cars was moving swiftly through the damp morning air. At a stone pillar entryway, the vehicles
slowed and the sirens went quiet as they whisked into the shaded subdivision of Northcliff. The
vehicles have to slow as they pass the security kiosk before ascending a steep slope onto
Northcliff’s winding streets. Arriving in the shaded cul-de-sac of Bluffview Trace, the cars pulled



up in front of the large gray stucco house, and several uniformed officers hustled from their cars
to make their way through the leafy grove of shrubs and azaleas surrounding the home.The
house was quiet now. Zonya had come out of the bathroom and was standing beside Holly when
they were startled by a figure in the window. A police officer was pointing his gun at
them.“Freeze!”The officer rushed in through the office door, frisked them for weapons, and
asked who they were and what they were doing in the house. The women explained they worked
there, and the officer pointed at two chairs.“Both of you,” he ordered. “Sit here and do not move.”
The officer slid his pistol into his holster and radioed that workers were in the house. He then
disappeared upstairs. Detective William Anastasio, driving an unmarked Ford Taurus, pulled up
along the curb and stepped slowly out into the muggy morning. Anastasio was an amateur
bodybuilder with a longish face that looks disproportionate to his stout, muscular frame.Walking
up the driveway, Anastasio passed a pair of officers leaving the house in brisk strides toward
their squad car.“We secure in there yet?” Anastasio asked.An officer told him that it was safe for
him to proceed, that only the paramedics and the victim’s mother and grandmother, plus a
couple of employees in an office downstairs, were in the house.With his partner Marty Evans
following behind, Anastasio pushed open the heavy oak door. Standing in the white marble
vestibule, he looked around at the cold interior, spare and gray like a corporate lobby, with hazy
outdoor sun filtering down through skylights in high vaulted ceilings. He turned to Evans.“Find
the victim’s mother,” he instructed. “She’s around here somewhere. She called dispatch.”Evans
disappeared around a corner while Anastasio started walking the slate-gray marble floors,
taking note of the modern abstract paintings hanging on white walls. The corridors converged at
hard flat angles into rooms as clean and uninhabited as laboratories. This was the home of a
bachelor, he surmised, most likely divorced, whose wife had likely walked out and left him
without much furniture or decorative flair. Anastasio liked to paint such scenarios in his head,
see how many of his assumptions would check out in the end. For sure, this house felt sterile,
devoid of warmth. The black lacquer furniture was dust-free and looked unused by its owner. The
kitchen, with chilly metallic hues and a glass bowl of uneaten Kellogg’s cornflakes on the
counter, felt equally uninviting.Toward the far left, near the entry of the first floor, was a narrow
corridor leading to the master bedroom suite. Anastasio moved ahead, carefully stepping
around a pager and a few loose coins scattered across the gray carpet. At the room’s entrance,
he stopped cold at the body in front of him. He took a few steps back and called out for his
partner.“This is fuckin’ ugly, man,” Anastasio said, breathless. Evans ran over to join him. “Get
GBI over here fast, and don’t let those assholes send us some rookie!” Outside the house, a
burgundy Audi came screeching from around the corner and stopped at the wooden blockade
cops had erected at the foot of the cul-de-sac. The car door opened, and a female driver,
attractive and slender and dressed in black spandex athletic gear, sprinted out. It was Jeannine
Herndon, and she ran several yards before a Roswell officer took hold of her arm to detain her
for questioning. She protested, telling the officers that she was Lance’s Herndon’s ex-wife, that
they had a small son together.“Please let me through,” she pleaded.Anastasio was interviewing



Herndon’s mother, Jackie, when they heard the commotion outside. Recognizing Jeannine’s
frantic voice, Jackie cried, “Somebody’s got to tell her.”“I’ll handle it,” he said softly.Jeannine
Herndon has a way of impressing all that meet her. She has the understated softness of a
southern belle, but her accent is unadorned midwestern yet pleasant on the ears. Her face has
an old-fashioned prettiness, with large inquisitive eyes and sculpted plum-colored lips; her skin
is the color of cinnamon.Jeannine Herndon followed Anastasio over to his car, and once they
were inside, he broke the news to her. She cried hard, at times against his chest, then calmed
herself enough to explain that she and Lance had divorced that past January, but had been
having problems long before that. She went on to say that some people love each other but are
just not meant to be together. She and Lance had finally begun to make peace with that
fact.Anastasio went easy on Jeannine Herndon that morning, but he did mention that he had
been down in Lance’s office and noticed all the awards and citations, and figured that the man
was a real mover and shaker and probably pretty well liked around town. When she equivocated,
saying that only in certain circles was he was liked, Anastasio began pressing harder.“Who can
you think of that didn’t like him, may have had an ax to grind?” he asked.Jeannine, somewhat
hesitantly, explained that Lance was a very successful, very well connected man, and frankly he
didn’t try to hide it much; he had worked hard to get where he was in life, and he wasn’t going to
be slighted by anyone.She made it clear that the one thing Anastasio did need to know was that
Lance moved in a lot of circles; he was a socialite and made it his business to know anyone he
thought mattered. He could be quite giving, even generous to a fault, but he could also be very
arrogant at times and difficult, the type that some people would have preferred not to deal with at
all—that is, if they had a choice in the matter.“Just one more question. Are you currently dating
anyone, someone who might have reason to want to harm your ex-husband?” Anastasio
asked.Jeannine told him about Thomas Patterson. She had been seeing him since around April,
but they were taking things slow in their relationship. Besides, Thomas is a good man, a kind
person, she said. There is absolutely no reason whatsoever that he would have anything against
Lance. Never once had he even spoken ill of her ex. At 11:27 A.M. Sam House, a crime scene
analyst for the Georgia Bureau of Investigation, strode out of his dusty blue pickup. He was
wearing cowboy boots, jeans, and a plaid shirt rolled up at the sleeves. Smoking a cigarette, he
walked over to the car where Anastasio was taking a statement from Jeannine Herndon. When
Anastasio and the woman got out of the car, House shook the detective’s hand and reminded
the detective to collect prints from her.Sam House was famous throughout the state law-
enforcement community. He was known as a real gumshoe, more comfortable inside yellow
police tape than in his own leathery skin. He was also an unassuming southern gentleman. He
grew up in small-town Bremen, Georgia, where he mastered bagging quail and pheasant and
deer before later turning his hunting talent to criminals. “I tend to get a lot of the big murder
cases, even though I don’t think a whole lot about how well-known a person is. I approach all my
investigations the same. I treat it like it was me who got killed, or somebody I care about, and
then I work from there.“By the time I got over to Mr. Herndon’s house, it had already been



secured, and I remember hoping that the scene hadn’t been contaminated. I like to be first
whenever I can, so that way I can preserve things as they were. In this case, I think I arrived
about a half-hour or so after they got started.”Sam House asserted his control quickly that
morning, with a battery of questions that Anastasio couldn’t really answer. Instead, the detective
described the crime scene to House: how the victim was found lying on his waterbed, wrapped
in a sheet with his head bashed in. Apparently, he was some big-shot computer guy, a black
fellow, and it was clear that somebody had beaten the living crap out of him. Anastasio could not
tell House what weapon was used. His guys were still looking for it. Whoever the perp was, there
was no sign of forced entry. There were also no significant witnesses yet. He had started
questioning the mother, the grandmother, and a couple of women who worked in the house in an
office downstairs.Anastasio followed Sam House as he walked up the driveway. House’s sharp
eyes scanned the ground for evidence. He paused at the four-car garage. One of its doors was
open several inches off the pavement. House peered inside to find a silver Jaguar, a blue
Porsche, and a tan Volvo. He stepped over to the partly open rollup door, pulling a plastic Ziploc
bag from his back pocket. He leaned over, picked up a gum wrapper from the pavement, and
dropped it in the plastic bag.
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Skythalimit, “Great Read. Omg this book is so good , I first heard about it on ID investigation and
just had to buy the book and it was so worth it , Customer service is absolutely amazing I will
definitely buy from  this seller again Louise you rock!!!!”

A. Williams, “I would have liked to have seen more pictures of the women in .... I saw the case
featured on the I.D. network and was curious and wanted more information on the case. The
book described the culture of Atlanta between new and old money and how the victim was a
mixed character who was probably headed for a financial fall although the author never does
"blame" his behaviour for what befell him. I would have liked to have seen more pictures of the
women in his life but I would recommend the book.”

gail, “The perfect title. This was a excellent book. I enjoyed and appreciated the history of
Atlanta in particular and Georgia in general. How sad that this story is true. Evil people continue
to live amongst us.”

dwilliamson, “A good read, gave interesting information.. The author gave just enough
background information. Would have like to know how his mom and his ex made out. And his
son, I am sure his ex-wife would have provided a good life for the boy. I wasn't that shocked to
find out he was broke at the end, can't keep spending that way.Was a good read.  A quick read.”

Dee Dee, “Beware. This was a story that I couldn't put down. I recently saw a docudrama about it
which was so interesting that I searched for the book. I know women like this......beware!”

Dorothy J Parson, “Hotlanta!. Great read! I was unable to put this book down. I vaguely
remember this case and had forgotten about it until a discussion with friends one night sparked
my interest. It was a little slow during the trail sequence, but interesting none the less. I love
mysteries and Law and Order. I love SCI and Murder in the first and so I really like this book.”

Santosha T., “Good book. This book contained the information I was looking for. I first became
intrigued by the story when Dionne Baugh was featured on Snapped. I've thought about it ever
since and ordered the book. It's an interesting book but I wish it had more pictures.”

The book by Ron Stodghill has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 56 people have provided feedback.
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